
2. Objectives: 
1. Programme Title: Kobi and Kobitar anusthan 

REPORT ON KOBI ARU KOBITAR ANUSTHAN 

a. To enable the students to understand the thought and imagination contained in the poem. 

Organiscd by DEPARTMENT OF ASSAMESE 
jointly with DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

MORIDHAL COLLEGE 
Date: 23" September, 2019 

b. To train the emotions, feelings and imagination. 
c. To develop the aesthetic sense 

d. To create love for poetry and develop interest to compose good poems. 
3. Organizer: Department of Philosophy and Gandhian Study Centre, Moridhal College 

6. Target group: 

4. Convener: Dr. Bebymoni Gogoi, HoD & Associate professor, Dept. of Assamese & Ms. 
Bhabani Saharia, HoD & Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy, Moridhal College 

5. Date: 

8. Inaugurator: 
9. Resource perSon: 

23-09-2019 

7. Number of participants: 48 
Student and teacher 

Dr. Kamal Gogoi, Principal, Moridhal College 
Mr. Uday Kumar Sarmah, one of the reputed poets of Assam 

On 23d September, 2019 the department of Assamese jointly with the department of 

Philosophy, Moridhal College organised a programme under the banner Kobi Aru Kobitar Anusthan 
(Programme on Poet and Poetry)in the college. The Principal of the college Dr. Kamal Gogoi 
inaugurated the programme. In the inaugural speech Dr. Gogoi appreciated the organizers for arranging 
such programme for which the students will be benefited a lot, especially in the field of development of 
creative, imaginary skill and literary skills. 
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The key speaker of the programmc, one of the reputcd nocts of Assam Mr. Uday Kumar Sarmah dclivered 
thought provoking and illuminating spcecch on the topic Kobita: Dristi Aru Shristi focusing on the procedures to 
compose a good poem with its essential elements likely the structure of language used in poems, the appropriate 
reflection of the words used to eXpress feelings and emotions, subsistence of sense reflect in poems. In his 
speech he also expressed that anyone who has the interest to write poem should read other's poem more and 
more and try to understand their feelings and emotio1s reflected in their pocms so that they would have a better 

stoke of words which will hclp them to composc pocms as wcll as it is much essential to polish poems written by 
the poct again and again to be the best one before relcasing the pocm to public. 

The secretary of Moridhal College Teachers' Unit Dr.Pradip Borah delivered a inspiring speech and 

appreciated the organizers for arranging the programme. In the programme self- composed poems were read by 

the faculties and reputed poets of Dhemaji district, e.g. Assistant professor of the department of Education Dr. 

Lekhan Gogoi, associate professors of the department of Philosophy Ms. Dharjya Jyoti Patowari and Ms. 

Bhabani Saharia, associate professor from the department of Hindi Dr. Jonali Baruah and the reputed poets of 

Dhemaji district Mr. Hemchandra Kachari and Mr. Bipul Sarmah. Dr. Purabi Duarah, associate professor of the 

department of Assamese anchoring the programme and the associate professor and head of the department of 

Assamese Dr. Beby Moni Gogoi offered vote of thanks. After light refreshment and distribution of prizes to the 

winners the programme came to end. 
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